company profile

DEVELOPMENT OF LMS, SERIOUS GAMES
AND SCORM CONVERSION
Since 2004 the VITECO software house has been developing
LMS and serious games throughout Europe and is specialized in
SCORM conversion too. VITECO, therefore, is not involved in creating and delivering training courses, but is the tech partner that
makes its digital skills available to training institutions, CME providers, schools, universities and companies that focus on distance
learning. In 2018 VITECO research and development team designed and implemented the innovative Facial Recognition System
for its learning management systems. Through using Skype and
other online collaboration tools on a daily basis, the company can
operate easily throughout Europe, from Iceland to Turkey from Lithuania to Portugal. In these years, thanks to its credibility, VITECO has been able to attract grants from the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF), the Erasmus+ Programme, the Interreg Europe Italy-Malta Programme, the Creative Europe Programme and the Life Learning Programme. VITECO supports training
institutions and companies, not only with the implementation of
the technological infrastructure, but also through the design and
the production of serious games and through the conversion to
SCORM format.
VITECO is an ISO 9001:2015 and ISO/IEC 27001:2017 certified
company for design, development and software support, as well
as for the design, development and delivery of e-learning training.

e-Logos is the easiest LMS to use and customise
e-Logos is the LMS for distance learning which, thanks to its fully
integrated e-commerce, allows you to sell easily online courses.
e-Logos is the best LMS for all those training providers who want
to take advantage of distance learning and want more freedom in
customising web pages in comparison with open sources learning
management systems strict rules. Nothing against open sources
LMS, but having a LMS as many as others, including limits on
some features, certainly does not benefit those who want to stand
out in the e-learning market.

Functionalities of our LMS:

Didactic management
Creation of a training programme and unlimited
courses loading
Webinars
Setting and monitoring of completion criteria
SCORM format
Release of completion certificate

Users management
Access to members list of each course
Management of users’ authorisations
Report for each training course
Register of evaluations
Facial recognition

Monitoring and reports
Tests results and stats
Exporting of access list
Exporting of user activities
Number of monthly active users

e-Commerce
Online selling
Payments through bank transfers or PayPal
Automatic invoices
e-Invoices available

WordPress integration
Access the LMS through your WordPress website
Access your website through the LMS

More advantages
Fully customisable
User-friendly
Ease of use
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